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1) This is my #Qanon thread for July 20, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub
qalerts.app
My Theme: Batten Down the Hatches

2) Q reposted a link to today's thread by Catherine Herridge on problems with the
FBI's surveillance of Carter Page.
I suspect this thread is being highlighted again to bring more "sunlight" to the matter.
Light dispels darkness.

3)
Catherine Herridge

@CBS_Herridge

#FISA newly declassiﬁed records @LindseyGrahamSC show
system was “blinking red” over Steele dossier in early 2017
but it was used twice more to renew surveillance warrant
@carterwpage In his December report, IG Horowitz wrote
the dossier’s source made statements “inconsistent...
5:33 PM · Jul 19, 2020
22.2K

15.2K people are Tweeting about this

4)
Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge
Replying to @CBS_Herridge

w/multiple sections of the Steele reports, including some
that were relied upon in the FISA applications” Then just
before ﬁnal FISA June 2017, FBI lawyer apparently blew
through another stop sign when he “altered an email” to
omit “Page’s prior relationship” w/US intel agency.
5:33 PM · Jul 19, 2020
9.2K

4.2K people are Tweeting about this

5)
Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge
Replying to @CBS_Herridge

Revealing that relationship would have likely gone a long
way to explain Page’s Russia contacts. IG Horowitz found
dossier “played a central + essential role” in FBI decision to
surveil Page. At what level + who made call to blow through
these warnings? RE-READ Horowitz Xi+ Vi.

5:33 PM · Jul 19, 2020
10.6K

5.9K people are Tweeting about this

6) Q posted a link to a thread by @Techno_Fog that explains the role Jennifer Boone
played in facilitating the surveillance of Carter Page.

7) Despite being involved in the illegal surveillance of Carter Page, Jennnifer Boone
was promoted by Chris Wray to head the Baltimore field office.

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog

Flying under the radar.
Jennifer Boone - the FBI oﬃcial who oversaw (FISA):
1) The improper use of Bruce Ohr as a Steele intermediary;
and
2) The FBI's interview of the Steele primary sub-source...
Was promoted by Director Wray after the FBI learned of
FISA issues.

1:15 AM · Jul 20, 2020
12.6K

11.2K people are Tweeting about this

8) Boone was warned of red flags about having an FBI agent meet with Bruce Ohr.
The concern was Ohr's connections to Christopher Steele
Boone directed the FBI agent to meet with Ohr anyway.

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog
Replying to @Techno_Fog

IG Report:
Boone was informed of serious concerns about Ohr's
connections. That the contact of a closed source (Steele
through Ohr) was "out of the norm."
Boone directed the FBI agent to meet with Ohr anyway.

1:21 AM · Jul 20, 2020
4.5K

2.5K people are Tweeting about this

9) It's not like Boone can claim ignorance. She supervised the team tasked with
determining the sources of information contained in Christopher Steele's dossier.

Techno Fog
@Techno_Fog
Replying to @Techno_Fog

This becomes more noteworthy now because Boone
supervised the team who determined the dossier "sources."
This includes the newly released (and disastrous) interviews
of the Steele primary sub-source that undermined the FISA
warrants.
Excerpt HT @adamgoldmanNYT

1:35 AM · Jul 20, 2020
4.3K

2.6K people are Tweeting about this

10) Q posted a screencap of the dashboard for Twitter admins that was released
during last week's hack of employee accounts.
The graphic shows the features Twitter admins use to censor users.
(Note - Filename: "Authentic.")

11) Sauce.

Twitter: Hack hit 130 accounts, company 'embarrassed'
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Twitter says the hack that compromised the accounts of
some of its most high-profile users targeted 130 people. The hackers were able to
reset the passwords of 45 of those...
https://apnews.com/860daee9d51ceb588c9bd0feebddc323

12) Normies will be shocked when they learn how many Republican presidential
candidates, members of the press & members of Congress were surveilled by Obama.
Some were spied on using 702; some through non-702.
Some though Five Eyes and some through non-Five Eyes channels.

13) A primer on U.S. government surveillance.
https://themarketswork.com/2018/04/01/fisa-surveillance-title-i-iii-and-section702/
5 Eyes, 9 eyes, and more.

The 14 eyes, 9 eyes, 5 eyes agreements (Explained) - ProtonVPN Blog
Find out what countries are part of these intelligence-sharing agreements, and why
Switzerland is not part of them.
https://protonvpn.com/blog/5-eyes-global-surveillance/

15) Q indicated that a number of people were planted inside the 2016 Trump
campaign.
The most likely reason to insert plants would be to obtain information through their
association with other people in the campaign.

16) This post contains some disinformation.
At this point in time, Q was suggesting that perhaps Robert Mueller was secretly
working with POTUS.
We now know that was not the case.
17) I don't know if Q's claim about Manafort and Page being plants was intended as
disinformation.
As of today, Q is still suggesting that spies were inserted into Donald Trump's 2016
campaign.

18) Looks like the storm is approaching.

19) I'm digging the AC-130 gunship posts.

AC-130 Gunship Lights up the Night | Military.com
An AC-130 gunship and UH-60 helicopter light up the night as troops on the ground
work a laser illuminator.
https://www.military.com/video/aircraft/gunships/ac-130-gunship-lights-up-the-night/658…

20) Bring the rain.

0:00

21) [SLEEPER]

22)

23) Q asked if retired three *** General Mike Flynn is ready to serve his country
again.

24) Q indicated that General Flynn responded to his question.

25) @PatriotDancing caught General Flynn's acknowledgment.
Dancing Patriot
@PatriotDancing

Q posts asking,
Are you ready to serve once again?
Q
Flynn Changes his banner to
God Bless America
Q then responds
Acknowledged.
God Bless America

#QAnon #WWG1WGA #TheGreatAwakening

3:31 AM · Jul 20, 2020
19.3K

26) Q responded.

12.3K people are Tweeting about this

27) General Flynn's new banner.

28) An anon noted that General Flynn's Twitter page had changed (presumably to
upload a new banner) at 11:42 pm eastern today.

29) Q responded.

30) Will General Flynn be named Chris Wray's replacement?
(Just spitballing. I have no inside information.)
In any other world, I would laugh at the idea of a retired Army General being named
FBI Director.
31) As far as I know, General Flynn is not an attorney and he has no law enforcement
background. On the face of it, appointing a career Army officer into an administrative
law enforcement position doesn't make sense.
32) But when I consider the duties of an FBI Director, and the duties of the Director
of the Defense Intelligence Agency—the position Flynn held until 2014—it begins to
make sense.
33) The FBI Director is primarily a personnel manager. While they could get involved
in investigations, they're mostly there to lead the bureau's agents, inspire them,
oversee budgeting, training, equipment acquisition, develop policies and perform
other administrative functions.
34) Those tasks do not require a law enforcement background. They do require
experience in personnel management. And as the former head of the DIA, I would
expect General Flynn to have the administrative experience needed to perform those
tasks.
35) Consider the fact that both the DIA and the FBI are intelligence agencies. In that
regard, Flynn's experience as Director of DIA would give him an advantage over other
applicants who might only have experience as federal prosecutors or private law
practice.
36) The fact that Q publicly named Chris Wray as a deep state asset last night and at
the same time, asked General Flynn if he was ready to serve again makes me think
that perhaps their mention on the same night was intended to create a future-provespast connection.
37) Consider the fact the FBI has been plagued for years by abuse of the FISA process.
One of their innocent victims was General Flynn. How do you think he'd manage the
bureau's FISA program if he became FBI Director?

38) Consider this:
In March of 2018, Q said that General Flynn would be cleared of all charges and that
he would re-join the Trump administration in its second version (v2)

39) The term (v2) appeared in 3 posts yesterday.
(The most recent mention was last November.)
The recent mentions of v2 make me think we're nearing the time when the Trump
administration "version 2" will be launched.
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